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NOVEMBER MEETING INFO
The next meeting of the Four Winds
BMW Riders will be held on Sat.,
Nov. 21, 2009 at the Bellaluna
Trattoria, 5060 William Penn Hwy
(US 22), in Monroeville, PA. from 2–
5PM. The Meal will be from the
menu.  The board will meet ahead of
time at 1:00PM there.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

2009

President – Nancy Barrett
724-941-1543

nancyandsean@comcast.net

Vice President – Ed Syphan
724-347-5590

esyphan@yahoo.com

Treasurer – Larry Shockling
724-327-6922

shockla@aol.com

Corres. Sec’y – Joann Barr
412-881-5897

joannbarr10@msn.com

Rec. Sec’y – Diane Pears
724-656-1239

timndiane@comcast.net

Director – John Barr
412-881-5897

joannbarr10@msn.com

Director – Patrick Barrett
724-941-1543

triiku@gmail.com

THE QUEEN MUM’S MUSINGS
That which does not kill us makes us stronger.

Friedrich Nietzsche

We had a little taste of weather to
come…frost, snow in the mountains. Even
so, we had two folks on bikes at the
October meeting, one out of necessity, the
other, well, because he could, I suppose.
But now we have the milder temperatures
of Indian summer. It’s a great time for
riding with cooler temperatures and
beautiful fall foliage. Those of us who
prefer to ride without the threat of snow
may still get some riding in; a reprieve,
one might say.

What’s that I hear?  Is it a collective sigh
of relief that we have a full slate of officers
for 2010?  Or is it a sigh of relief that most of
you have dodged a bullet?  Either way, the
Four Winds will continue as a motorcycle
club. (“APPLAUSE” sign, please!)

So, now the work begins. Yes, BEGINS.
We have a year to fix whatever we perceive
is wrong with our Club.  Less business &
more fun?  Let’s do it!  More riding?  Let’s
do that!  More involvement in the commu-
nity?  We can do that, too.  All it takes is for
someone to pick up the ball and help.  Ev-
eryone in this club can be a leader.  If each
one of us organized one ride, one club event,
or arranged for one speaker at a meeting, we
could be a vital club again.  We used to do
all those things.  We used to have rides to the
meeting places.  We used to have fun at meet-
ings.  We used to have a Halloween
party…with costumes!

Remember:
Photograph
Wierd, Wild

Things & bring
your pictures to

the banquet!
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PUBLICATION INFO
The Four Winds BMW Riders

Newsletter is published for
members’ use.  Articles’ and
pictures’ copyrights are held by
their authors.  Author’s permis-
sion should be obtained before
any form of republication.

Editor: Ralph Meyer
Deadline: Articles submitted must

be received by the editor no
later than 6:00 PM on the
Tuesday after the club meet-
ing of the month preceding the
month of publication (e.g.,
Nov. Meeting: Nov. 21; Dec. is-
sue deadline: Tues., Nov.
24th).  Articles/Info rec’d after
deadline go in next month’s
newsletter.

Submission information:
E-mail submissions: Send as at-

tachments with “4 Winds News-
letter Article” in the e-mail
‘Subject’ line to:

    <meyer@zoominternet.net>
Articles on Disk Media mail to:

Ralph Meyer, Editor
4 Winds Newsletter
6056 Meadow Lane
Bakerstown, PA 15007-9720

Submission formats:
Articles: Send as plain text with

headings and hdg depth defined,
or in Word Processor (e.g., MS
Word) format.  Save trees: avoid
paper if you can.

Pictures and graphics: Submit in
JPEG or TIFF format with
clearly marked locations in the
article.

Long articles may be split between
issues.

National Club Affiliations: Four
Winds BMW Riders is char-
tered club #6 of the BMWMOA
and chartered club #76 of the
BMWRA

Newsletters in color PDF format
are at the Four Winds Site,
www.4windsbmw.org .  Down-
load a free Adobe PDF reader
by clicking the ‘Get Adobe
Reader’ button at
www.adobe.com and following
the directions thereafter pro-
vided.

ONGOING EVENTS

Breakfast Rides, et al.:
These rides are free-form.  Those

attending decide what they
want to do and where, if any-
where, they want to ride.  If you
just want to show up in the car
and have breakfast with fellow
motorcyclists, that’s fine too.

COME!  EAT!  CHAT!  RIDE!

Ride Schedule — Month:
Sun, Nov 1 — North at King’s, I-

79 & Rt 910/VIP Dr., 10:00
AM

Sat, Nov 14 — West at Bob Evans,
Rt 60 & Campbell’s Run Rd,
9:00 AM

Sun, Nov 15 — South at King's,
3049 Washington Pike, off Exit
54, I-79, Bridgeville, 10:00
AM

Sat, Nov 28 — East at Dick’s, Rt
22 Westbound Side,
Monroeville, 9:00 AM

If you’re going to a breakfast
ride, you might want to no-
tify others:  It’s not necessary,
but it’d be nice to let others
know you’re going to a particu-
lar Breakfast Ride by putting
a notice on the 4-Winds Site
Message Board’s Breakfast
Ride section saying so.  That’ll
help save a rider from discov-
ering too late that no one else
is going that day.  The Break-
fast Ride’s URL is:   http://
www.4windsbmw.org/forum/
viewforum.php?f=9  .  Be sure
to erase your post after the ride
if you can so the board doesn’t
get cluttered.

2009 SHACK SCHEDULE
Keep an eye out on the web site all
you lady and gentleman wrenchers
and attendees out there, for the
Shack locations and dates to help
keep us smiling through the win-
ter, and keep ‘em rolling!

So, what can you do to make people want
to come to Four Winds meetings?  Offer to
lead a ride from your “neck of the woods” to
a spring or summer meeting?  Do you know
someone who has an interesting motorcycling
story to tell?  Do you know of a charity/ group
who could use motorcycle escorts?  Do you
have the latest motorcycle gadget that you’d
like to show off & explain to your fellow club
members?

Let’s brainstorm and give our club a
much-needed shot in the arm.  Let’s all help
the new Board do their job.  I challenge you
all to come forward, via email or by phone,
and let me know your ideas.  I’ll be meeting
with the new board in early December.  I
would like nothing more than to let them
know that the Club members have specific
ideas of what they would like to see in 2010,
and are willing to help make them happen.

Enjoy the nice weather while you can.
See you at the November meeting!

NANCY

MEETING SCHEDULE 2009
Mark the dates on your calendars,

but remember...
All meetings are on the 3rd Satur-

day of the Month; sites are tenta-
tive.  Please check the web site
and newsletter for changes and
updates.

November 21, 2009 — Bella Luna
Trattoria, Rte 22 Eastbound,
Monroeville

December, 2009 — No Monthly Meet-
ing

January, 2010 — Annual Banquet;
Location TBA
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FOUR WINDS BMW RIDERS

OCTOBER 17, 2009
MEETING MINUTES

Location: Uno’s Pizza, Cranberry, PA
Board Attendance: Nancy Barrett, Ed Syphan,

Joann Barr, John Barr, Patrick
Barrett, Diane Pears, Larry
Shockling

Twenty-two people attended, with two riding bikes in
the cool drizzle — Ralph Meyer and Sean Barrett.
The long distance rider award for this meeting goes to
Sean who took the scenic route through Boston.
Treasurer’s Report:  $12,400 balance in account.
$1,968 was paid to Redbank park for rally.
New Addition:  Jay Singh recently acquired an
F800GS (picture on opposite page, below) and John
Baar a K1200GT (See Oct Issue, top left of p. 8 for
picture)
Officer Nominations:  Vice President, Ed Syphan
opened the floor for nominations after two months of
soliciting volunteers for President and Vice President.
The positions already filled by volunteers are:
Treasurer-Larry Shockling
Corresponding Secretary-Joann Barr
Directors (2)-John Barr

Holly Stanton

For Recording Secretary, Nancy Barrett nominated
Patrick Barrett.  No other nominations.  Seconded and
approved.

For Vice President, Nancy Barrett nominated Diane
Pears.  No other nominations.  Seconded and
approved.

For President, Ralph Meyer nominated Tom Primke,
who declined.  Larry Shockling nominated Dan
Weaver, who declined.  Nancy Barrett nominated
Vince Giannetti, who was not present.  She spoke with
him earlier that morning and he accepted the
nomination.  Seconded and approved.

Since no office was contested, no ballot election vote
is necessary.

Discussion:   Nancy expressed great frustration that
during the last two months of searching for anyone to
fill the vacancies, only one person expressed any
willingness to accept an office, particularly for
President or Vice President.  All of the other responses
were people telling her what’s wrong with the club.
She outlined the benefits the club provides as the
underlying infrastructure for many aspects which

would not be possible without it.  What do you like
about the club?  How can you get more people
interested in the parts you like?  Thoughts were
expressed about pro-actively helping new members
get introduced and connected to like minded riders
and involved.  Invite new people to ride with you.
Friendships formed greatly contribute to the
enjoyment that keeps us coming and interested.

ByLaws Update:  Sean Barrett has been revising and
trying to streamline the very outdated bylaws.  If you’d
like a copy, let him know.  All suggestions and input
are welcomed.  The revisions will be brought to the
board and then to the membership.

MOA “Host An Event”:  A letter from the MOA is
offering free resources for one hour seminars which
anyone could present at meetings, at dealerships, or
as tech sessions at our rally.  They will send kits with
all materials included.  The number of participants
should be specified, and some of the A/V materials will
need returned when finished.  The topics available
are:

Intersections-Motorist Awareness
Share the Adventure-Group Riding
Street Smart-Rider Perception Workshop
Riding Straight-Alcohol Awareness (drunk

goggles included!)
Seasoned Rider-Aging Awareness

New Member:  Welcome to first time guest, and new
member Ed Zahn who recently bought an R1200RT at
Sill’s in Ohio.  They told him about Four Winds and
our website.  He lives in Cranberry.

Door Prize:  Won by JoAnn Barr.

50/50:   Won by Larry Shockling

Next Meeting:  Will be held Sat., November 21 at
Bella Luna Trattoria in Monroeville.

Rally T-Shirts:   Still available for $15 in size Large
only.

Respectfully Submitted,
Diane Pears
Recording Secretary
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On the Net...
Have you found a neat location on the Internet?  Send the URL in with a brief description of what

it’s about to the editor and we’ll post it here for the benefit of your fellow riders...
Note: copy or type the underlined link into your browser’s URL textbox and hit ‘Go’ or ‘Enter’ to go there.

Our Four Winds Site, what else???  http://www.4windsbmw.org .  And always remember never to forget, you can get this and
past color copies of the Newsletter in PDF format there!  Check it out if you haven’t already done so.
More on motorcycle and automotive batteries:  http://www.batteryfaq.org/ -  Winter’s coming and batteries need a bit

more care.  A good time to grab some information about ‘em.

OUR LITTLE CLUB
by Trick D Barrett

Hi, my name is Trick Barrett. Most of you probably know me, seeing
as how I’m probably the youngest permanent fixture in our Four
Winds BMW Riders Club.

I’ve been riding passenger since I was five; I’ve been either an
associate member or a full member of the club since I was eight; I
still have my 1992 Four Winds BMW Rally t-shirt...and it still fits.

The Club means a great deal to me, as I’m sure it does to you. A
great many of us have met friends—sometimes lifelong friends—
because of this club. We’ve all met folks at a meeting. Or the break-
fast rides. Or the GS rides. This little club of ours has brought so
many people together through so many events—not the least of which
is the longest consecutively held BMW motorcycle rally in the United
States (a pretty big title for such a little club).

As many of you probably know, this little club of ours is in grave
danger. The September meeting at Leo Stanton’s was great, but we’re
missing two major things that this club requires to keep functioning:
Presidential and Vice Presidential nominees. As of the moment I’m
writing this, there will be no President or Vice President next year.
And what does that mean?  There will be no club.

The other board positions are filled (primarily by folks that are
familiar names on the board, but that’s a completely different issue),
but without a President or Vice, it will hardly matter. They aren’t big
jobs, they aren’t scary jobs, but they are jobs that someone needs to
do.

What “no club” means for the typical member is terrible, but
simple. No more meetings. No more website. No more newsletter.
No more Banquet.

This is the part that nobody seems to understand. The only thing
that would remain of our wonderful little club is the rally. Sure, the
breakfast rides and other peripheral activities would probably still
take place, but how would you find out where they were meeting?
Right now, everything is posted on the website and in the newsletter.
No newsletter, no website, no easy way to get information.

I feel that the more important thing to do here though, is to think
about what this little old club means to you. I, for one, have been
involved in some way, shape, or form with this club nearly since I
could walk. I adore this group of ours and I don’t want to see it die.

Friends, we need a President. We need a Vice President. We
need our club. Let’s pull together and save it.

TRICK

NORTH BREAKFAST/RIDE

OCT. 4, 2009
by Walt Halaja

Well, well!  We had 13 for breakfast!  John “the Long Rider” Allen,
Sean “Doc” Barrett, Frank “Professor” Beatrous, Lance “04 Presi-

dent” Hough,
Ron “The
Camper” Kranz,
Ron “Reddy K”
Latkovic, Ralph
“The Princeton
Tiger” Meyer,
Dave “2 Spark”
M c L a u g h l i n ,
Sonny “Our
Own Air Force
One” Robison,
John “JR”
Rolin, Ed “Mr.

LT” Tatters, Paul “PW” White, and me, Walt Halaja!  What a crew!
In a few past ar-
ticles I have oc-
casionally men-
tioned one of the
usual  but absent
suspects whom
we missed; well,
today it was
Jack Bramkamp
who normally
makes the North
breakfast, but
couldn’t this
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time because of a hip replacement.  Jack, we all hope for your speedy
recovery; you
are in our
thoughts and
prayers; we will
look forward to
your return
soon!

It seemed
like two Mini
meetings with
much Jibber
Jabbering going
on with only one
major an-

nouncement coming from Doc Barrett who said we all better come to
this month’s meeting!  I guess that means you all who didn’t make
the breakfast!  Do you think President Nancy ordered him to say
that?

Outside we took a photo, and I, who wasn’t going to ride—”HA”,
said that I would be willing to take a short ride to Evans city Via
Franklin RD and return on Mars—Evans City Rd:  about a one hour
loop.   Six of us were willing to go: John Allen, JR Rolin, Ron “Reddy
K,” Ralph, PW, and me.  2 Spark said he would, but then changed
his mind—probably because he rides a long way just to attend the
breakfast; so for 2 Spark just doing the breakfast and heading back
home is a good long ride.  I thought Ralph would lead but he de-
clined, but pointed me in the right direction!  The ride went well, but
when we turned off E. main onto S. Washington in Evans City, there
stood Ed Tatters and Lance Hough by their bikes in the food and
drink parking lot on the corner!  What a surprise!  I thought they
weren’t going, but must have got there via the Mars—Evans city
Rd.—a different path than we took to go past the same place.  We
didn’t stop but waved and continued on.  That is what the breakfasts
are all about: do what you want to do! It was a pleasant surprise to
see those two though.  We continued through Mars taking the right
turn at the stop sign in Mars to get on the road past Treesdale that
crosses 228, then hit Pearce Mill going South and, having pulled
into it for a final chat, we parted at the “Pine Community Park” with
Ralph and I heading for Bakerstown and my son’s and his place, and
the rest for points south, perhaps by 910, and maybe I-79 or other
ways and home.

WALT
PS: And secial thanks to Reddy K for getting the room for us; that
always works out the best!

FOR SALE
Please note:  If you sell your item, please notify the newsletter editor so it can be removed from this list.
2004 BMW R1150RS: 9400 miles, 6 spd, ABS, heated handgrips, BMS side and top cases, BMW side case protectors, BMW

tank rucksack, Original manuals, toolkit, purchase docs, etc. Throttle meister, engine guards, Aeroflow headlight cover, car-
bon fiber yoke protector.  Decent Metzeler Z6 tires.  Just PA inspected and given good bill of health at European Motorcycles.
Bodywork is perfect.  Small blemish on right side case.  $8200  Larry Shockling, shockla@aol.com Ph.: 724 327 6922 http://
picasaweb.google.com/LShockling/BMW2004R1150RSSept09Shockling?feat=directlink

2005 R1200RT: 28k miles.  $11,500.  All dealer serviced.  New front tire and front brakes. Heated seats & grips. BMW Cruise
Control.  BMW Alarm.  BMW Tankbag. Extra BWM Accessory outlet wired to battery.  Contact Trent Dennison:
trentden@juno.com

1981 R80GS: Mileage-unknown; Color-frame silver, tank and fenders black; Call Al Vangura, for the fine print. Ph.: 724-736-
2884 Home, 412-759-4117 Cell, or e-mail: bigalvan@verizon.net.

EAST BREAKFAST RIDE

SEPT. 26, 09
by Walt Halaja

I was up early—”06:00 hrs.”, had Coffee, and on with the computer
to check the weather.  Fired off an e-mail to Ralph saying the rain
cell over Western PA may be East of the Burg by the time we need to
leave and if it doesn’t pass I’m not going to leave in the rain.  Ha!
Sonny posted he would be there.  Paul “PW” White chimed in that
he was going.  Well, the rain didn’t pass as I thought it would.  And
it was a bit cool:  59 degrees.  It was now 07:45.  I said, “I’m staying
home;”  PW fires back that he’s going because Sonny is going.  So I
said, “If you go I am too!”  It’s raining and my Frogg-Togs are in the
bike, so I opted for my 16 yr. 11 day old Darien jacket and pants.
(“Hey I just looked that up”!)

So that’s it, the members present were Sonny, PW, and, of course,
me.  We had a good breakfast and chat and was wondering who
would step up to the plate as President and Vice Prez for 2010.  Well
I can’t tell you who we thought of because that wouldn’t be fair. If
you really wanted to know you would have to have been there!  These
breakfast’s we have around town are like Mini-club meetings!  We
do more than just eat, plus, once in a while, we may take a little ride!

Finally, the weather man was right this day because PW and I
had rain all the way home, but that was just OK because “Three’s
Company” and a little ride in the rain is worth having breakfast with
good friends!

WALT
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BEEMKAWEEKEND

EVIDENCE THAT BRAND COEXISTENCE IS POSSIBLE
By Don Poremski

Hungry Mother State Park (HMSP) called out to six riders in mid-
September and they dutifully responded with a three-day effort. If
the fact that the group stayed more or less together tells you that both
riders and equipment were equally matched, go ahead and maintain
that assumption. One LT, one K1200S, one R1200RT joined a Con-
course 14, ZX-9 and the Suvanuzzi to gather at Chestnut Lodge on
Sunday the 13th having come from PA and OH. As a group, our first
task was the Chinese buffet, sank you.

The next day however included more challenging roads, thrills,
no spills and no tickees. That day the group leaves Virginia for parts
south and west in North Carolina and Tennessee. Yeah, Shady Valley
was a must just to see if the Draggin Knees club was keeping 421
clear of gravel in the apexes. They were, so much fun was had. No
one was counting turns, but there were plenty of ‘em.

Mountain City was next and the new guys, Mike Kiesel and
John Allen were keeping up just fine with Trent Denison, the author,
Ed Tatters and Alex Walters.  Some roads were so nice we did them
twice. That would include; 58 between Volney and Damascus, over
Roan Mountain and back, 80 and others.

Each night there was a fire before which we could reminisce
about the days ride and wax nostalgic about previous rides and expe-
riences. If we do Chinese the first night it would obviously be pizza
the second night so a contingent was sent out to retrieve them since
none of the local shops would deliver to Hungry Mother. What cru-
elty!

The weather was more than cooperative for the entire trip in-
cluding on the slabs used to return home. Ah, but that meant one
more crack at 16 from HMSP to Beckley WV which includes the up/
down up/down up/down to Tazewell and more decreasing radii until
we nudged up against the interstates. But, each time this trip is com-
pleted there is the unspoken intent to return once more. 2010 may
include new turnaround/activity centers such as Carters Cave State
Resort Park near Grayson KY or others, but those who know her,
won’t forget mother.

DON

WANNA TOUR EUROPE?

RideWithUs 2010 Tours

We are pleased to inform you that our new 2010 web site is up
and running.

We have kept the old favourites Adriatic Coast, Black Forest,
Dolomites, Swiss Alps and Austrian Tyrol and introduced some
new exciting tours such as Alpine Circle, Grand European and
Mosel Valley.

There is an extensive range of self-guided tours for the ones
that are not able to join our guided tours or prefer to ride at their
own convenience.

Motorcycle rental is available through two of our local
dealerships based in London area.

For more information regarding tour description, itineraries,
dates, prices, motorcycle hire and bookings please visit
www.ridewithustours.co.uk

Kind regards,

RideWithUs
Organised Motorcycle Holidays
Tel:(+44) 0870 850 4136
www.ridewithustours.co.uk

DANGEROUS PRACTICES
John Rolin

It has been shown by much evidence that people doing anything other
than paying attention to their driving while on the road are, in vary-
ing degrees, driving in a just plain dangerous to a highly dangerous
manner.

We all should know by now how dangerous it is to use a cell
phone while driving without pulling off the road to make or receive
a call.  Why?  Because driving one-handedly with a cell phone plas-
tered to one’s ear in the other hand, and paying attention to the call,
is highly distracting, even when one’s eyes are on the road, because
one’s attention isn’t.

But a far worse and even more highly dangerous distraction is
texting while driving because it not only requires 2 hands to do, but
frequently results on one’s eyes being taken off the road to look at
the instrument on which one is doing the texting.  At 60 mph, one
goes 88 feet in 1 second.  Just one second’s inattention on a 2 lane
road, for example, is quite sufficient time to put one into a head-on
accident with oncoming traffic in the opposing lane.  For more on
this dangerous practice out this information.  Here’s the URL:

www.osolake.com/textingwhiledriving.mp3

JOHN
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THE WAY WE WERE
Scanned by Walt halaja from the November ‘99 newsletter.
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A Favorite Pass Time 
This story is about passes.  It is about a ride of passes, and a ride of passage.  

It began when Doug asked members of the Inland Northwest BMW Riders in Spokane, 
WA at a club meeting last fall if anyone would be interested in joining him on a ride 
through the Alps. We would spend 10 days with a focus on riding, not sightseeing the 
castles, museums and souvenir stores.  We would rent motorcycles in Germany and 
then ride south into the Alps, where we would focus on riding the twisty roads up and 
down the mountain passes.  

About three weeks before the trip I called my old friend Bill in Pittsburgh.  We had ridden 
together many times, including a Saddle Sore 1000 from Pittsburgh to Kansas.  Bill was 
setting up his new law office but could afford to take a break so he agreed to join us for 
our tour.  

What's in a pass? 

The word pass has its origin in Latin passus - the step.  Germans say Pass or Joch, the 
French, Col, and the Italians, Passo or Colle.  

The technical definition for a pass in a range of mountains is a saddle point in between 
two areas of higher elevation.  If following the lowest possible route through the 
mountains, a pass is locally the highest point on that route.  

Although a pass is the shortest, most direct connection between two valleys, the route 
requires a long, steep climb and descent.  This is the reason for the windy roads – so, 
for us motorcyclists, the word pass simply translates to FUN. 

Since the Alps have such a strategic importance separating European trade routes 
north from south, the earliest civilizations in Europe sought to conquer and control the 
Alps passes.  Therefore, passes are much more than a simple travel way.   

For example, passes are 

 a watershed between two valleys 

 a weather divide:  Weather can change significantly when crossing a pass 

 a language or dialect divide 

 a cultural divide  

 a country or regional border (we never needed a passport, though) 

 a strategic checkpoint to collect road tolls and passage fees 

 a strategic location to defend against invaders 

 a smuggling route 

 a place to spend the night:  Nearly every Alps pass has a hospice near the top 
where travelers can spend the night.  For motorcyclists, this may be tricky as you 
may wake up to several inches of snow! 

Historically, Alpine nations have prided themselves in building and maintaining excellent 
roads across the passes because of their strategic importance in times of war and as 

A FAVORITE PASS TIME
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trade routes.  Many passes still have remnants of military fortifications, tank barriers and 
troop quarters at the top.   

Even though today’s times are more peaceful, many of the strategic pass roads still 
have blasting chambers built-in where they can be made impassable with a single blast.  
In Switzerland, some of these chambers were already filled with explosives and needed 
only a blasting cap to set them off. 

Today, many of the high and important pass roads have been partially replaced by 
tunnels so that they can be kept open year-round.  This is great for us motorcyclists 
because it keeps truck and transit traffic off the pass roads! 

 

For our trip, we did not do much detail planning because we wanted to have flexibility to 
go to the areas with the best weather conditions. 

Motorcycle Rentals 

Bill and I rented our motorcycles from Knopf Tours in Heidelberg, www.knopftours.com.  
The owner, Stefan Knopf, is a long-time BMW enthusiast who provides rentals, guided 
tours, motorcycle storage, insurance, motorcycle shipping, a fully-equipped shop and 
other services for motorcycle travelers.  Stefan is a regular at the MOA rallies so many 
of you may know him.  If not – check him out.  Stefan provides door-to-door shuttle 
service to and from the Frankfurt airport and also operates a bed-and-breakfast and 
camping opportunities at his place.  The kitchen is stocked with beer and other adult 
beverages – payment is on an honor system.  Stefan’s rates are in US Dollars and all 
business can be conducted in English.  Bill’s bike was a 1999 R1100RT and I rode a 
2002 BMW R1150RTs.  Both bikes were equipped with OEM side and top cases and a 
tank bag to provide plenty of storage. 

Rental formalities at Stephan’s were easy – bikes are fully insured and Stefan keeps a 
personal check for the deductible that he returned to us after we brought the bikes back.  
All business and paperwork was done English so conditions were easy to understand.   

Doug rented his bike through Beach’s Motorcycle Adventures www.bmca.com.  Beach’s 
is a worldwide touring provider that works with local dealerships for rentals.  Beach has 
many brands and models available – usually near-new demo bikes.  Doug picked his 
2008 R1200GS up from a BMW dealer near the airport north of Munich.  Of course, the 
bike came with the OEM side cases and a large tank bag as well.   

Before we left, Stefan pointed out some important road rules for Europe:  Within cities 
and towns, a driver coming from the right often has the right-of-way (right-before-left 
rule).  Speed limits are enforced by automatic camera boxes (fortunately, they take the 
image from the front so motorcycles cannot be identified by their license plates).  
Austria, Switzerland and Italy claim tolls for Autobahn use.  Austria and Switzerland 
require the purchase of a “vignette” sticker while Italy collects your money at toll booths.  
Passing on the right is strictly prohibited, and if a vehicle is stopped on an Autobahn, the 
rider must immediately don a hi-viz vest for his own safety.  We also noticed that 
German riders sometimes lane split to move ahead in traffic jams.  Later, we found out 
it’s illegal but being considered by the legislature. 
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Maps and Trip Planning 

Doug introduced me to a great book, “Motorcycle Journeys through the Alps” by John 
Hermann, published by Whitehorse Press.  This is the bible and ultimate authority on 
Alps riding.  John Hermann frequently tours the Alps and updates his book regularly.  
He lists and rates all passes and has many touring recommendations.  The book also 
contains lots of other valuable travel information. 

I used a Garmin GPS276C loaded with the latest Mapsource Europe NT 2010 map 
software that I clipped to my tankbag (made it work).  The GPS came in especially 
handy routing us to some of the hard-to-find turn-offs and it gave excellent estimates of 
travel distance and time. 

ADAC (the German equivalent to AAA) has excellent motorcycle tour maps as well – 
Stefan has several of them available.   

Tourenfahrer magazine has touring recommendations on their website 
(www.tourenfahrer.de) (unfortunately, only in German) including free downloads of POI 
(points of interest) databases for various GPS brands.   

Generally, European roads are well equipped with direction signs but we still needed a 
good road map for overall trip planning. 

We took our trip in early to mid-September.  This is usually a good window as the 
summer holiday season is over and hotel prices drop sharply.  Still, the roads are 
usually passable and temperatures are comfortable.  We did not pre-arrange hotel stays 
for two reasons:  We did want to have flexibility in case we encountered bad weather, 
and we did not want to force our riding schedule to arrive at a certain point too early or 
too late in the day. 

We generally rode from 9 to 6 with breaks for pictures, snacks and lunches.  
Sightseeing was not our objective, having fun riding was! 

 

Clothing, Gear and Tools 

Our objective was to pack light, leaving a little space for souvenirs.  I kept all items for 
overnight stays in two soft bags that fit into the system cases – that way, I did not have 
to completely unload the bikes and re-pack at each stop.  I carried rain gear and a 
Gerbings heated vest.  I brought a variety of synthetic layers to keep me warm 
underneath and to shed as the day warms up.  Synthetics (as opposed to cotton) can 
also be easily washed and air-dried overnight if necessary.  A helmet with a flip-up sun 
visor came in handy to adjust for varying light conditions as we frequently rode through 
tunnels and under avalanche canopies.   

Our bikes were equipped with the basic OEM toolkits to which I added a tire repair kit 
(note:  tire inflation cartridges cannot be taken on airplanes), a Leatherman multitool 
and a camping headlight.  More tools are not necessary as a nearby shop can be easily 
found anywhere you go in central Europe. 
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Hotels 

Hotels and bed-and-breakfast accommodations are widely available, and advanced 
reservations were not required in the post-summer season.  Rates ranged between $50 
and $80 per night including breakfast and were often negotiable – the hosts knew that 
we travelers had plenty of other options.  We usually asked to see the room before 
agreeing to stay.  Some hotels offered us a package that included dinner – usually, that 
was a good deal.  Most places seemed to recognize that motorcyclists are an important 
component of their business and frequently we saw signs saying “Bikers Welcome”. 

Tourenfahrer magazine, Hermann’s book and other organizations have their own, biker-
friendly hotel recommendations – places that typically include a locked garage and 
room to dry wet gear.  I had downloaded some recommended hotels to my GPS and we 
were happy with those stays. 

Some hotels also offer less expensive “dormitory-style” quarters but getting a good rest 
and a full breakfast was important to us so we opted for regular hotels. 

(Continued Next Month) 

 

Germany

France

Italy

Austria

ALPS TOUR 2009 
10 Days, 4033 km, 

44 passes, 6 countries
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Motorbooks • Title Information Sheet 

BMW Motorcycles 
Darwin Holmstrom 

Photography by Brian J. Nelson 
 

ISBN-13/ISBN-10:   978-0-7603-3748-6/0-7603-3748-9 

Previous ISBN: 978-0-7603-1098-4 

Item #:   149557 AP 

Retail:    $24.99 US · £16.99 UK · $31.99 CAN 

Pub Date:  December 2009   
 

Binding: Paperback 
Dimensions: 9 x 9 (229 x 229 mm) 
Page Count: 192 
Illustrations: 70 color photos 
BISAC:  Transportation/Motorcycles/General 
Publisher: MBI Publishing Company  
Imprint:  Motorbooks 
English Language Distribution: Worldwide 
Translation Rights:         
 
Specifications and price are provisional and are subject to change. 
 

 Key Sales Points 

 
• Stunning photography captures the perfect detail and 

overall design of these unforgettable bikes. 
• Absorbing and insightful text, written by a leading 

expert on BMW motorcycles, provides fascinating 
insights on a company that has always thrived on 
engineering perfection. 

• A must-have title for any BMW Motorcycle enthusiast.
 

 Comparable Titles (previously published

 
• 978-0-7603-1098-4, BMW Motorcycles, Darwin 

Holmstrom, 7/27/2002, MBI Publishing Company, 
$39.95 

• 978-0-7603-3315-0, The Art of BMW, Peter Gantriis, 
09/15/2008, MBI Publishing Company, $40.00 

• 978-0-7603-1164-6, BMW Motorcycle Buyer's 
Guide, Mark Zimmerman, 08/22/2003, MBI Publishing 
Company, $25.95 

 

 Competitive Titles 

 
• 978-1-884313-57-8, BMW Motorcycles, Kevin Ash, 

11/15/2006, Whitehorse Press, $29.95 
• 978-1-86126-005-5, BMW Motorcycles, Bruce 

Preston, 01/10/1997, Crowood, $37.95 
• 978-1-85960-963-7, BMW Boxer Twins, Ian Falloon, 

07/12/2004, Haynes Publishing, $29.95 

An exceptionally thorough history of one of the 
most popular and innovative motorcycle icons on 
roads today. 

 

 

 

 Synopsis 
 

This is an expanded and updated edition of a popular 
Motorbooks title. BMW Motorcycles chronicles the history of this 
famous brand, a brand known for engineering excellence, a 
brand known for making beautiful bikes that are a joy to ride, 
maintain, and keep for years and years. Filled with brilliant 
photography by Brian J. Nelson and writing from motorcycle 
expert that goes beyond mere facts and figures and paints a 
picture of one of the world's great motorcycle manufacturers and 
its enduring success and commitment to quality. The new edition 
will include 12 entirely new pages full of photography and 
descriptions of the latest BMW motorcycle models. 

Marketing Plans 

• National publicity in motorcycle magazines  
• National publicity on motorcycle enthusiast websites 
• Targeted marketing to BMW Motorcycle Owners of America 

40,000 members 

Author 
 

Darwin Holmstrom has written or co-written many books on 
muscle cars and motorcycling, including the best-selling "Camaro 
Forty Years," "Muscle: America's Legendary Performance Cars," 
"Billy Lane Chop Fiction: It's not a Motorcycle, Baby, It's a 
Chopper," and "The Complete Idiot's Guide to Motorcycles." He 
lives in Maple Grove, Minnesota. 
 
Brian J. Nelson is a professional photographer who specializes in 
motorcycles. His photography has appeared in Cycle World, 
Motorcyclist, Roadracing World, Cycle News, and just about 
every other motorcycle magazine worth reading. 
 

NEW BMW BOOK
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WATCH FOR DEER!
Sent in by Walt Halaja

FIREMAN’S BEEMER
Picture found by Kev Hart

Wouldn’t it be great to have some of these in the Fire
Departments?
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Four Winds BMW Riders
c/o Ralph Meyer, Editor
6056 Meadow Lane
Bakerstown, PA 15007-9720

DIRECTIONS TO THE MEETING:
The November 21, 2009 meeting will be held from 2:00** PM to 5:00 PM
at the Bellaluna Trattoria, 5060 William Penn Hwy (US 22), Monroeville,
PA; Ph: (724) 733-2662.
From the West, North, or South: Get on and take the Parkway East (I-376)

to the eastern end continuing East on Rte 22.  The Bellaluna Trattoria
will be in a strip mall on your right approximately 2.8 miles from where
you entered Rte 22 at the Eastern End of the Parkway.  When you pass
Cochrane Hyundai (It used to be a Subaru dealership.) on your right,
you have about 3/10ths of a mile to go.  The Bellaluna Trattoria will be
on your right in a strip mall with a good sized parking lot in front of the
mall stores.

From the East: Get on Rte 22 and travel West.  After you pass the
McDonalds on your right at the Mills St/Vincent Hall Rd Stoplight, get
in the left lane and at the next stoplight, turn left into Plaza Drive.
Follow Plaza Drive around to the parking lot in front of the mall stores.
Travel about halfway down the mall to the Bella Luna.

GPS Coordinates: N40.42744 W79.70736

HOW DO I JOIN

FOUR WINDS BMW
RIDERS?

To join, come to a meeting and introduce
yourself.  Meetings are listed here in the
Newsletter and in the schedule of events
on the Web Site, www.4windsbmw.org.

Membership dues are $15 per year for pri-
mary membership, and $7.50 per year for
associate members residing in the same
household as a primary member.


